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DIACHRONIC INTERPRETATION OF NOSTRATIC *wol[a] ONPROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN *(e)wel- (Gr hw- / ew-) ANDPROTO-ALTAIC *ulu (~ -o)
(According to S. A. Starostin’s Version)

Abstract
The article represents the diachronic interpretation of the Nostratic *wol[a] verified by S. A. Starostin on the Proto-Indo-European *(e)wel- (Gr hw- / ew-) and Proto-Altaic *ulu (~ -o). These data were taken for analysis from the International Etymological Database Project “The Tower of Babel”. The notion of etymon in general and the Nostratic one in particular have been specified. The Nostratic etymon is understood as a phonomorphological and semantic complex that is interpreted based on the reconstructed etymons at the level of every language family.

The following data has been demonstrated: using the comparative-historical method, the etymologist-macrocomparatist performed the external reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European *(e) wel- (Gr hw- / ew-) “great number; to heap” made on Proto-Tocharian *w’ältse; Ancient Greek *ēλoμαι (ēlo̞meno, ēle̞sthō), *wáli-; Proto-Slavic *vel̩mi, -ma; *vel̩by, *vel̩k̩.; *vāl̩b, *vālo̞v̩, *vāl̩tī; Proto-Baltic *w̩al̩-, performed with the help of internal reconstruction, as well as the Proto-Altaic *ulu (~ -o) “big, many; good” made on Proto-Turkic *ulug; Proto-Mongol *olon; Proto-Tungus-Manchu *ule-; Proto-Korean *ōr-. The procedural operations of S. A. Starostin performed with the use of the method of diachronic interpretation have been commented. It helped to assume that the Proto-Language forms of etymons at the level of the language family reach the Nostratic *wol[a]. This made it possible to establish and substantiate the degrees of language relationship between the reconstructed etymons of the two language families and the Nostratic etymology: within the Indo-European language family the following degrees have been registered: trivial – between the Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Slavic; notable – between the Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Tocharian, Ancient Greek, Proto-Slavic and Proto-Baltic; within the the Altaic language family: trivial – between the Proto-Altaic and Proto-Turkic; notable – between the Proto-Altaic and Proto-Tungus-Manchu; distant – between the Proto-Altaic and Proto-Mongol, Proto-Korean.
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1. Introduction.

The Linguistic Comparative Studies and other fields of modern anthropooriented linguistics (T. Gamkrelidze, V. Ivanov (Gamkrelidze, Ivanov 1984), M. Makovskiy (Makovskiy 1982), V. Neroznak (Neroznak 1988), S. Starostin (Starostin 1989), S. Yakhontov (Yakhontov 1991), et al.) studies a human language in general and different world languages in particular. One of the major problems that is far from its solution is the origins of languages (M. Tamariz (Tamariz 2017), J. Heath (Heath 2015), et al.), mainly the principles of their relationship (W. Heeringa, F. Wet, G. Huyssteen (Heeringa et al. 2015)). The founders of Comparative-Historical Linguistics, as well as all subsequent generations (Th. Benfey (Benfey 1869), F. Dietz (Dietz 1836–1845), G. Curtius (Curtius 1862, 1867), A. Pott (Pott 1856) et al.) tried to prove it, while the fierce opponents also expressed the thoughts on this matter (among which there were also Neogrammarians). Nowadays this issue is considered comprehensively with the use of language data, research methods in linguistics, as well as the genetics data, neurophysiology, psycholinguistics, anthropology, archeology, paleolinguistics methodology, etc. But the main disputable issue since the time of the Classical Comparative Linguistics is the notion of etymon and the methodological procedure for its modelling, or the reconstruction of the Proto-Language Form, or the Form of Proto-Language, the Proto-Form (G. Jacques (Jacques 2017), A. Versloot (Versloot 2017), P. Zywiczynski, N. Gontier, S. Wacewicz (Zywiczynski et al. 2017)) as the initial state of the one or another language unit or group of languages that can hypothetically witness the origins of languages from the common ancestor.

More than 200 years have passed and the notion of language relationship is topical and it remains one of the central ones in the monogenetic theory. Its supporters tend to think that the area of the emergence of a human being and, accordingly, a human language was monocentric and existed on the territory of Eastern Africa (see the works of T. Bromage (Bromage 1995), R. Leakey (Leakey 1964), F. Tobias (Tobias 1991), etc.). According to this hypothesis, the Proto-language gave rise to the Proto-Languages of numerous language families because of the resettlement of ancient people from Africa to Eurasian continent and consequently because of the divergence processes of its dialects about 30–40 thousand years ago.

The monogenetic theory was developed by A. Thrombetti, the Italian neolinguist, and by M. Svadesh, the American linguist, who united the language families of into larger formations that were later called the macrofamilies. They also assumed the links / connections between these language taxons. This gave rise to the Macrocomparative Studies (A. Bomhard (Bomhard 1995, 2015), A. Dolgopolsky (Dolgopolsky 1998, 2008), V. Illich-Svitych (Illich-Svitych 1971), S. Starostin (Starostin 1989), etc.) as a new stage in the development of Linguistic Comparative Studies. At the present stage of development of the Macrocomparative Studies the monogenetic theory is considered to be more likely and has numerous supporters in the world scientific community. In particular, in Ukraine the monogenetic theory was supported by O. Melnychuk (Melnychuk 1991), but now it is supported by O. Tkachenko (Tkachenko 2007), Yu. Mosenkis (Mosenkis 2007), A. Korolyova (Korolyova 2018) and other macro-comparative linguists. In the meantime the alternative polygenetic hypothesis is based on the assumption that a human being originated in at least two places on the Globe – in Eastern Africa (the Nostratic macrofamily (G. Jucquois (Jucquois 1996), Kh. Menges (Menges 1989)) and in Southern Asia (the Sino-Caucasian macrofamily (S. Starostin (Starostin 1996), A. Vovin (Vovin 2002), et al.).

2. Aim and Objectives.

The aim of the paper is to represent the versions of S. A. Starostin of the diachronic interpretation of the Nostratic *wol [a] on the Proto-Indo-European *(e)wel- (Gr hw- / ew-) and Proto-Altaic *ulu (~ -o).
3. Results.

**The Nostratic hypothesis** that was formulated by H. Pedersen (Pedersen 1903), the Danish scholar, in 1903 and assumed the distant relationship among languages in Europe, Northern, Western Asia and Northern Africa has become especially popular in linguistics in the 50–60 of the XX century. That is why, it was created into the Nostratic linguistics as a separate independent field of knowledge, which investigates the genetic relationship among languages of the Nostratic macrofamily, including Indo-European, Afro-Asiatic, Kartvelian, Dravidian, Ural and Altaic language families (according to the V. Illich-Svitych’s version).

Nowadays the genetic relationship of the languages of the Nostratic macrofamily is proved by the presence of a large number of morphemes marking relationship that reach the Nostratic etymon, i.e. the reconstructed Proto-Form at the level of every language family and represented in the following lexicographic sources: “Nostratic Dictionary” (A. Dolgopolsky), the International Etymological Database Project “The Tower of Babel” (S. Starostin), “A Comprehensive Introduction to Nostratic Comparative Linguistics With Special Reference To Indo-European” (A. Bomhard) etc.

The term of the “Nostratic Proto-Form” was consistently used in the works of C. Babayev, N. Andreyev, A. Militaryov, S. Starostin et al.

To prove the genetic relationship of the languages of the Nostratic macrofamily the special method of diachronic interpretation (according to O. Szemerényi (Szemerényi 1980)) of the Nostratic Proto-Form, or Etymon that is based on the genetic principle has been developed. It consists of two methodological stages: the comparative-historical method with the procedures of the internal and external reconstruction was conducted on the first stage and it helped to prove the genetic relationship at the level of every language family; the method of mass comparison (according to J. Greenberg (Greenberg 1957)) was conducted on the second stage and it helped to compare the correspondences between the reconstructed forms of every language family that was involved to comparison.

It should be noted that the diachronic interpretation of the Nostratic *wol[a] “big” represented on the International Etymological Database Project “The Tower of Babel” (Starostin URL: http://starling.rinet.ru) was based on the analysis of the genetic data of 5 language families (Indo-European, Altaic, Ural, Dravidian, Eskimo-Aleut).

It should be traced how the genetic data of the Indo-European and Altaic language families, as well as their reconstructed forms, have become the means for the diachronic interpretation of the above-mentioned Nostratic.

3.1. Reconstruction of the Indo-European *(e)wel- (Gr hw- / ew-) with the following meanings: 1) “definite / indefinite quantity”, 2) “action”.

First, the Indo-European language family should be taken into account, at the level of which 3 language groups (Tocharian, Slavic, Baltic) and Greek language were involved to comparison. The genetic data allowed to reconstruct the intermediate Proto-Language forms (Proto-Tocharian, Ancient Greek, Proto-Slavic, Proto-Baltic). In this turn, they helped to demonstrate the reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European *(e)wel- (Gr hw- / ew-) with main meaning “great number; to heap”.

At the level of the Tocharian language group the following genetic data were involved to comparison: Tocharian A wàlts “thousand” walsurā “in brief”; Tocharian B yaltse “thousand”, walke “for a long time”, wàlts- “put together, press together”. The form of expression – the phonemic / phonetic organization – demonstrates the vowels ä / a and consonants w, l, t, s typical for Tocharian A, B. However, the vowels y, e and consonant k can be traced in the Tocharian B. The attention should be drawn to the fact that the form of expression – the morphological organization – allows us to assume that the Tocharian A wàlts “thousand” and Tocharian B yaltse “thousand” are numerals, Tocharian A walsurā “in
brief” and Tocharian B walke “for a long time” are adverbs, Tocharian B wälts- “put together, press together” is a verb.

The form of content – the semantic organization – coincides in both Tocharian A wälts “thousand” and Tocharian B yaltse “thousand”, which, probably, became the constructs for the reconstruction of not only the form of content, but also the form of expression of the Proto-Tocharian. If the first position of the etymon is occupied by the consonant *w, which is traced in most of the above-mentioned cases; the second position is occupied by the vowel *ä; the third, fourth and fifth positions were occupied by the consonants *l, *t, *s, as they are typical for Tocharian A and Tocharian B. According to the scholar’s version, the etymon ends with the vowel *e, because, referring the Tocharian A wältsurā; Tocharian B yaltse, walke, wälts-, it should be assumed that a vowel must necessarily be represented after three consonants. The vowel *e was chosen not accidentally, it is traced in the Tocharian B yaltse, walke.

Thus, the reconstruction of the Proto-Tocharian *w'ältse “thousand” was proposed.

At the level of the Greek language the following genetic data were involved to comparison: ep., ion. ēlēō, dor., el. wēlēō, etc.

The form of expression – the phonemic / phonetic organization – demonstrates the correspondence of the vowels e, o, consonants l, m, w; the form of expression – the morphological organization – is represented by the nouns; the form of content – the semantic organization – corresponds to the meaning pressing, stretching”.

Thus, the reconstructions of the Ancient Greek *ēlomai (ēlōmeno-, ēlesthō), *wāli- were proposed.

At the level of the Slavic language group the following genetic data were involved to comparison: 1) the Eastern Slavic: Ukrainian великій, Old Eastern Slavic; 2) the Southern Slavic: Old Slavic велікъ, Bulgarian велък, Serbo-Croatian ве̏ликӣ, Slovenian velik; 3) the Western Slavic: Czech veliký, velký, Slovak veliký, vel'ký, Polish wielki, Upper Lusatian wulki language subgroups.

The form of expression – the phonemic / phonetic organization – demonstrates the following correspondences: the vowels е, и and consonants в, л, к can be traced in the first group (Ukrainian вели́кий, Old Eastern Slavic, Old Slavic великъ, Bulgarian велък, Serbo-Croatian ве̏ликӣ); the vowels е, и and consonants в, l, k can be traced in the second group (Slovenian велик, Czech veliký, velký, Slovak veliký, vel'ký); the vowel и and consonants w, l, k can be traced in the third group (Polish wielki, Upper Lusatian wulki). Therefore, the consonants в or в, л or 1, к or k are typical for the above-mentioned, but the vowel е is typical for the first and the second ones. The form of expression – the morphological organization – assumes to allow that all of them are probably the nouns and / or adjectives. The form of content – the semantic organization – is “great number”.

Due to the available data, the stem *vel is typical for the following reconstructed forms *vel'ni, -ma; *veljš, *velikš. The scholar also gives the variants of Proto-forms: *vālъ, *vālovъ, *välītъ, which have the stem *vāl with long proto-cowel *ā. At the same time the consonant w occupied the first position instead of v in the Polish wielki and Upper Lusatian wulki. However, according to morphophonological transcription represented in “Card Catalog of Etymological dictionary of Slavic languages” (Russ. “Картотека Этимологического словаря славянских языков”), eds S. Kotkova, A. Sumkina, the proto-consonants *v (*w, *uvw) are considered to be bilabial ones that are characterized by the bilabialism (Kartoteka Etimologicheskogo slovarya slavyanskikh yazykov 1967: 139). Moreover, S. A. Starostin also provides the short forms from the Russian вели́к, велика, вели́к.
Thus, the reconstruction of the Proto-Slavic *vel̆mi, -ma; *vel̆jь, *vel̆ькь; *vāльь, *vālovь, *vāl̆fь were proposed.

At the level of the Baltic language group the following genetic data were involved to comparison: the Eastern Baltic language subgroup: Lithuanian vālfь “gather”. The form of expression – the phonemic / phonetic organization – demonstrates the following correspondences: the vowel a, i, õ and consonants v, l, t. The form of expression – the morphological organization – allows to assume that the Lithuanian vālfь is the verb. The form of content – the semantic organization – is “gather”.

Due to the available data, the form of expression – the phonemic / phonetic organization – is represented be the proto-vowels *a, *i and proto-consonants *w, *l typical for the reconstructed form; the form of expression – the morphological organization – is the verb; the form of content – the semantic organization – was assigned the ‘accumulation’ effect.

Thus, the reconstructions of the the Proto-Baltic *wal̆- vb. “gather” was proposed.

By the way, all the above-mentioned genetic data show their own sense that is represented by this or that lexicosemantic variants (hereinafter – LSV): 1) size / length: walke “for a long time”; 2) definite / indefinite quantity: Tocharian A wāl̆ts “thousand”; Tocharian B yaltse “thousand”; 3) action: wāltse “put together, press together”; Lithuanian vālfь “gather”; 4) measure / volume: Waltsurā “in brief”; 5) size: Ukrainian вели́кий, Old Eastern Slavic, Old Slavic вели́кь, Bulgarian вели́к Serbo-Croatian вели́къ, Slovenian velikь, Czech velikь, velkьy, Slovak velikь, vel’ký, Polish wielki, Upper Lusatian wulki.

The reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European *(e)wel- (Gr hw- / ew-) with the main meaning “great number; to heap” was performed based on the reconstructed forms at the following language groups: 1) the Proto-Tocharian *wāl̆ts “thousand”; 2) the Ancient Greek *(e)lomaī̞ (ělomo-), *(e)lē̞sthō), *wáli-; 3) the Proto-Slavic *vel̆mi, -ma; *vel̆jь, *vel̆ьkь, *vel̆ькь, *vāльь, *vālovь, *vāl̆fь; 4) the Proto-Baltic *wal̆- vb “gather”.

Analysing the above-mentioned reconstructed forms at the phonological / phonemic, morphological and semantic levels (Szemerényi 1980), the following characteristics may be outlined.

First, at the phonological / phonemical level the given etymons demonstrate the following correspondences: the Proto-Language vowel *ä / *a and consonants *w, *l typical for the Proto-Tocharian, Ancient Greek, Proto-Slavic and Proto-Baltic. However, if first position of the etymon is occupied by the consonant *w taken from the Proto-Tocharian and Proto-Baltic, the second one is occupied by the vowel *e taken from the Proto-Slavic and the consonant *l taken from the Proto-Tocharian, Ancient Greek, Proto-Slavic and Proto-Baltic. Second, it should be noted that every Proto-Language has their own morphological organization: the Proto-Tocharian is the numeral, the Ancient Greek is the adjective, the Proto-Slavic are the nouns, the Proto-Baltic is the verb. Third, the form of content – the semantic organization – demonstrates the following correspondences: the “definite / indefinite quantity” layer is typical for the Proto-Tocharian, Ancient Greek and Proto-Slavic, the “action” layer – for the Proto-Baltic.

Thus, it should be assumed that the form of expression of the Proto-Indo-European *(e)wel- (Gr hw- / ew-) was modelled based on all the reconstructed forms at every language group (Tocharian, Slavic, Baltic), as well as the Greek language, the form of content – “great number; to heap” – represented by the two LSVs – “definite / indefinite quantity” and “action”.
3.2. Reconstruction of the Proto-Altaic *ulu (~ -o) with the following meanings: 1) “size”, 2) “definite / indefinite quantity”, 3) “quality / characteristic / assessment”.

Second, the Altaic language family should be taken into account, at the level of which 4 language groups (Turkic, Mongol, Tungus-Manchu) and Korean language were involved to comparison. The genetic data allowed to reconstruct the intermediate Proto-Language forms (Proto-Turkic, Proto-Mongol, Proto-Tungus-Manchu, Proto-Korean). In this turn, they helped to demonstrate the reconstruction of the Proto-Altaic *ulu (~ -o) with the main meaning “big, many; good”.

At the level of the Turkic language group the following genetic data were involved to comparison: 1) Ancient Turkic uluɣ 1; 2) Karakhanid uluɣ 1 (MK, KB); Uyghur uluɣ 1; 3) Oghuz: Turkish ulu 2; Azerbaijani ulu 2; Turkmen uli 1; 4) Kipchak: Tatar ölken 1; Bashkir ölkän 1; Kazakh ulken 1; Nogai 1; Karakalpak 1; Balkar ulu 1; 5) Middle Turkic uluɣ, ulu 1 (Pav. C.); 6) Khakass (Kyrgyz): Khakassi uluɣ 1; 7) Yakut: Yakut ulaxan, ulu 1; Dolgan ulakan, ulu 1; 8) Sayan (Tobas): Tuvan uluɣ 1; Tofalar uluɣ 1; 9) Mountain-Altaic (Central-Eastern): Kyrgyz uluɣ 1; Uyghur uluɣ 1; Tungus-Manchu uluɣ 1; Korean uluɣ 1.

The form of expression – the phonemic / phonetic organization – demonstrates the vowel u and consonant l typical for the Ancient Turkic, Kara-Khanid, Uyghur, Turkish, Azerbaijani, Turkmen, Balkar, Middle Turkic, Khakassi, Yakut, Dolgan, Tuvan, Tofalar, Kyrgyz. However, the vowel ö can be observed only in Tatar and Bashkir, the vowel ü – in the Nogai and Karakalpak; the consonants k, n – in Tatar, Bashkir, Kazakh, Nogai, Karakalpak and Dolgan. The attention should be also drawn to the consonant ɣ at the end of the above-mentioned genetic data in some languages (Ancient Turkic, Kara-Khanid, Uyghur, Middle Turkic, Khakash, Tuva, Tofalar). In this case, the meanings show that the form of expression – the morphological organization – is the adjectives. The form of content – the semantic organization – is the three options: 1) “big” that is typical for the Ancient Turkic, Kara-Khanid, Uyghur, Turkish, Azerbaijani, Turkmen, Balkar, Middle Turkic, Khakassi, Yakut, Dolgan, Tuvan, Tofalar, Kyrgyz. The consonant *g occupied the fourth position, as it is typical for the Ancient Turkic, Kara-Khanid, Uyghur, Middle Turkic, Khakassi, Tuva, Tofalar. The form of expression – the morphological organization – is represented by the adjectives taken from all genetic data. The form of content – the semantic organization – is the three options: 1) “big” that is typical for the Ancient Turkic, Kara-Khanid, Uyghur, Turkmen, Tatar, Bashkir, Kazakh, Nogai, Karakalpaks, Balkarian, Middle Turkic, Khakass, Yakut, Dolgan, Tuvan and Tofalar; 2) “great” – for the Turkic, Azerbaijani, Kyrgyz. It should be noted that S. A. Starostin also proposed the third meaning: 3) “grown-up, great” that rederes to the internal form of the first two meanings.

Thus, the reconstruction of the Proto-Turkic *ulug with the following meanings: “1) big; 2) great; 3) grown-up, great” was proposed.

At the level of the Mongol language group the following genetic data were involved to comparison: 1) Northern Mongol: Written Mongol olan; Middle Mongol olan, ulan, ulan; Khalkha olan; Ordos olan; Buryat olan; 2) Western Mongol (Mongol-Kalmyk): Kalmyk olon; 3) Southern Mongol language subgroup: Dunsian olan; Boan olon; Shari Yugur olan; Monguor olan; Dagur walan, ualen language subgroups.
The form of expression – the phonemic / phonetic organization – demonstrates the vowel o and the consonants l, n typical for the Written Mongol, Middle Mongol, Khalkha, Ordos, Buryat, Kalmyk, Dunsian, Boan and Monguor. However, the vowel e and consonant w can be traced in the Dagur. The form of expression – the morphological organization – is the adverbs. The form of content – semantic organization – is “many” that is typical for all the above-mentioned languages.

The form of expression of the Proto-Mongol *olon – the phonemic / phonetic organization – was modelled with the help of the vowel *o, which occupied the first and third positions, the consonants *l, *n – the second and fourth ones, respectively, as they are typical for the Middle Mongol, Khalkha, Ordos, Buryat, Dunsian, Boan and Monguor. Some reconstructed forms can be traced in the Written Mongol (the first, second, fourth positions), Kalmyk (the first, second, third positions), Dagur (the second, third, fifth positions). The form of expression – the morphological organization – is the adverbs taken from all the above-mentioned languages. The form of content – the semantic organization – is “many” that is typical for all the above-mentioned languages.

Thus, the reconstruction of the Proto-Mongol *olon with the meaning “many” was proposed.

At the level of the Tungus-Manchu language group the following genetic data were involved to comparison: the Southern Western Tungus-Manchu (Jurchen-Manchu): Literary Manchurian ulin “goods”; the Southern Eastern Tungus: Ulch ule(n), Orok ulinga, Nanai ulē (Oh.); Udege uligdiga’ “beautiful” language subgroups.

The form of expression – the phonemic / phonetic organization – demonstrates the vowel u and consonant l typical for all the above-mentioned languages (Literary Manchu, Ulch, Orok, Nanai, Udege). However, the vowel e can be traced in the Ulch, Nanai, the consonant n – in the Ulch. The form of expression – the morphological organization – is the adjectives. The form of content – the semantic organization – is “good” that is typical for the Literary Manchu, Ulch, Orok, Nanai, but “beautiful” – for the Udege.

The form of expression of Proto-Tungus-Manchu *ule- – the phonemic / phonetic organization – was modelled with the help of the vowel *u (the first position) and consonant *l (the second position), as it is typical for the Literary Manchu, Ulch, Orok, Nanai, Udege. However, the vowel *e can be traced in the Ulch and Nanai. The form of expression – the morphological organization – is the adjectives typical for all the above-mentioned languages. The form of content – the semantic organization – is “good” that is typical for the Literary Manchu, Ulch, Orok, Nanai.

Thus, the reconstruction of the Proto-Tungus-Manchu *ule- with the meaning “good” was proposed.

At the level of the Korean language the following genetic data were involved to comparison: Modern Korean oro-ʑi, Middle Korean דגש”.

The form of expression – the phonemic / phonetic organization – demonstrates the vowel o and consonant r typical for all the above-mentioned languages. However, the vowel i and consonant ʑ are typical for the Modern Korean. The form of expression – the morphological organization – is the adverbs. The form of content – the semantic organization – is “completely, wholly” that is typical for all the above-mentioned languages.

The form of expression of the Proto-Korean *oɾ- – the phonemic / phonetic organization – was modelled with the help of the vowel *o (the first position) and consonant *r (the second position), as it is typical for the Modern Korean and Middle Korean. The form of expression – the morphological organization – is the adverbs typical for all the above-mentioned languages. The form of content – the semantic organization – is “completely, wholly” that is typical for all the above-mentioned languages.
Thus, the reconstruction of the Proto-Korean *ōr- with the meaning “completely, wholly” was proposed.

By the way, all the above-mentioned genetic data show their own sense that is represented by this or that LSV: 1) definite / indefinite quantity: Written Mongol olan, Middle Mongol olon, ulaan, ulan, Khalkha olon, Ordos olon, Buryat olon, Dugur: walan, ualen “many”; 2) size: Old Turkic ulu 1, Kara-Khanid ulu 1, Uyghur ulu 1, Turkmen uli 1, Tatar ölken 1, Bashkir ölkän 1 with the following meaning: 1) big; Turkish ulu 2, Azerbaijani ulu 2, Kyrgyz uluu 2 with the following meaning: 2) great; 3) quality / characteristic / assessment: Literary Manchu ulin “goods”, Ulch ul(n), Orok ulinga, Nanai ulê with the following meaning “good”, Udege uligdiga “beautiful”; 4) length / ending of action: Modern Korean oro-ǯi and Middle Korean öró with the following meaning “completely, wholly”.

The reconstruction of the Proto-Altaic *ulu (~ -o) with the main meaning “big, many; good” was performed based on the reconstructed forms at the following language groups: 1) the Proto-Turkic *ulug “1) big; 2) great; 3) grown-up, great”; 2) the Proto-Mongol *olon “many”; 3) the Proto-Tungus-Manchu *ule- “good”; 4) the Proto-Korean *ōr- “completely, wholly”.

Analysing the above-mentioned reconstructed forms at the phonological / phonemic, morphological and semantic levels (Szemerényi 1980), the following characteristics may be outlined.

First, at the phonological / phonemic level the given etymons demonstrate the following correspondences: the Proto-Language vowel *u in the first position was typical for the Proto-Turkic and Proto-Tungus-Manchu, the consonant *l in the second position was typical for the Proto-Turkic, Proto-Mongolian and Proto-Tungus-Manchu. The third position was occupied by *u that is typical for the Proto-Turkic or *o – for the Proto-Mongol. Second, it should be noted that every Proto-Language has their own morphological organization: the Proto-Turkic and Proto-Tungus-Manchu are the adjectives, the Proto-Mongolian and Proto-Korean are the adverbs. Third, the form of content – the semantic organization – demonstrates the following correspondences: the “size” layer is typical for the Proto-Turkic; the “definite / indefinite quantity” layer – for the Proto-Mongol, the “quality / characteristic / assessment” layer – for Proto-Tungus-Manchu, the “length / ending of action” layer – for the Proto-Korean.

Thus, it should be assumed that the form of expression of the Proto-Altaic *ulu (~ -o) was modelled based on all the reconstructed forms at every language group (Turkic, Mongol, Tungus-Manchu), as well as the Korean language, the form of content – “big, many; good” – represented by the three LSVs – “size”, “definite / indefinite quantity”, “quality / characteristic / assessment”.

5. Genetic Data of the Indo-European and Altaic Language Families in Accordance to the Degrees of Language Relationship.

S. Burlak and S. Starostin point out that the proof of language relationship is the evidence that the represented similarity among the languages is most likely due to their common origin (and not by chance or by contact influence). According to scholars’ view, this approach consists of two stages: 1) the observation of similarities and 2) the proof that the origin of such elements from the common ancestor language is most likely than the appearance of them as a result of contacts or merely by chance. However, the scholars also note that a comparative researcher does not deal with the numerical value of probability, but with a probabilistic assessment. This leads to the possibility of discrepancies: something that one scholar seems more likely to be, the other may seem less likely (Burlak, Starostin 2005).
The most demonstrative in determining the languages relationship is the establishment of regular phonetic correspondences in the basic vocabulary list. G. Klimov assumes that “while substantiating the language relationship the decisive criterion is represented by “the systemic complex of phonological correspondences or “soundconformities” in the data of the root and affixal morphemes, as well as the entire lexemes of the languages in comparison” (Klimov 1990: 24).

S. Burlak and S. Starostin emphasize that the probability of the language relationship is increased with the multiplication of phonemes in comparison in every row of converging words. In other words, the comparison of five-phonemic words, for example, is more reliable than the comparison of the two-phonemic ones. The comparison which takes into account only the first consonant of the considered lexemes is less demonstrative than the comparison that proposes the initial group (C)CVC in the converging words. The longer the chain of phonemes that corresponds to one another in words belonging to one proto-language lexeme, appears, the less is probability of accidental coincidence (Burlak, Starostin 2005).

Let us try to make sure and establish the degrees of languages relationship within the Indo-European and Altaic language families, taking into account the chain of phonemic correspondences.

The reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-European *(e)wel- (Gr hw- / ew-) with the following meanings: 1) “definite / indefinite quantity” and 2) “action” was conducted with the help of the reconstructed forms at different language groups: 1) the Proto-Tocharian *wältse meaning 1); 2) the Antient Greek *ξλομαί (ξλόμονo-, χλέσθo), *ώλαι- 1); 3) the Proto-Slavic *vel̩, -m̩; *vel̩j̩, *vel̩k̩; *v̩lj̩, *v̩lov̩, *v̩l̩it̩ 1); 4) the Proto-Baltic *wala- vb 2).

The trivial degree of language relationship can be established between the Proto-Indo-European *(e)wel- (Gr hw- / ew-) 1, 2 and Proto-Slavic *vel̩, -m̩; *vel̩j̩, *vel̩k̩, the reflexes of which are observed in the words of the Slavic language group: Ukrainian veliky, Old Slavic, Bulgarian velik, Serbo-Croatian velik, Slovenian velik, Czech veliký, velký, Slovak veliký, velk'y, the three phonemic model CVC- with the same sum of 3 phonological correspondences (vowel *e, consonants *w / *v, *l) in the form of expression and the meaning “definite / indefinite quantity” in the form of content.

The significant degree of language relationship can be established among the Proto-Indo-European *(e)wel- (Gr hw- / ew-) 1, 2 and Proto-Tocharian *wältse 1, Ancient Greek *ξλομαί (ξλόμονo-, χλέσθo) 1, *ώλαι-, Proto-Slavic *v̩lj̩, *v̩lov̩, *v̩l̩it̩, *v̩lov̩, *v̩l̩it̩ 1, Proto-Baltic *wala- vb 2, the reflexes of which are observed in the words of the Tocharian: Tocharian A wälts, walsurän; Tocharian B walke, wälts-; Slavic: Polish wielki, Upper Lusatian wulki language groups, and also the Greek language: Greek. ep., ion. χλέο, aor. inf., χλέσαι, ep., lyr. χλέσαι. The three phonemic model CVC- with the same sum of 2 phonological correspondences (consonants *w / *v, *l) in the form of expression, but in some cases, the first meaning “definite / indefinite quantity” in the form of content among the Proto-Indo-European, Proto-Tocharian, Ancient Greek and Proto-Slavic.

The reconstruction of the Proto-Altaic *ulu” (∼ -o) with the following meanings: 1) “size”, 2) “definite / indefinite quantity”, 3) “quality / characteristic / assessment” was conducted with the help of the reconstructed forms at different language groups: 1) the Proto-Turkic *ulu 1; 2) the Proto-Mongol *olon 2; 3) the Proto-Tungus-Manchu *ule- 3; 4) the Proto-Korean *or- with a separate meaning “length / the end of an action”.

The trivial degree of language relationship can be established between the Proto-Altaic *ulu (∼ -o) 1, 2, and Proto-Turkic *ulu 1, the reflexes of which are observed in the words of the Turkic language group: Kara-Khanid ulu 1, Uyghur ulu 1, Turkish ulu, Azerbaijani ulu, Balkarian ulu, Yakut ulu, Dolgan ulu, Tuvan ulu, Tofalar ulu. The three
phonemic model CVC- with the same sum of 3 phonological correspondences (vowel *u, consonant *l) in the form of expression and the meaning “size” in the form of content.

**The significant degree of language relationship** can be established between the Proto-Altaic *ulu (~ -o) 1, 2, 3 and Tungus-Manchu *ule- 3, the reflexes of which are observed in the words of the Tungus-Manchu language group: Literary Manchurian ulin, Ulch ule(n), Orok ulinga, Nanai uǐ, Udege uligida. The three phonemic model CVC- with the same sum of 2 phonological correspondences (vowel *u, consonant *l) in the form of expression, but in some cases, the third meaning “quality / characteristic / assessment” in the form of content between the Proto-Altaic and Tungus-Manchu.

**The distant degree of language relationship** can be established among the Proto-Altaic *ulu (~ -o) 1, 2, 3 and Proto-Mongol *olon 2, Proto-Korean *ōr- with a separate meaning “length / the end of an action”, the reflexes of which are observed in the words of the Mongol language group: Written Mongol olan, Middle Mongol olon, Khalkha olon, Ordos olon, Buryat olon, Kalmyk olŋ, Dunsian olon, Boan oloŋ, Shari Yugur olon, Monguor olon; the Korean language: Modern Korean aįį, the Eastern Korean ōrō. The two phonemic model CVC- with the same sum of 2 phonological correspondences (vowel *o / *u, consonant *r /*l) in the form of expression and the meaning “definite / indefinite quantity” in the form of content.

6. Conclusions.

The proof of the genetic relationship of the languages of the Nostratic macrofamily, i.e. the substantiation of the Nostratic, is carried out with the help of the specially developed method of diachronic interpretation of O. Szemerényi based on the genetic principle. It consists of two methodological stages: at the first stage, the comparative-historical method is used with the procedures of internal and external reconstruction (the level of one language family); in the second stage – the method of mass comparison of J. Greenberg, with the help of which the correspondences between the already reconstructed forms at every language family are compared.

The involved genetic data of the Indo-European and Altaic language families allowed S. Starostin to perform the diachronic interpretation of the Nostratic *wol[a] with the following meanings: 1) “size”, 2) “definite / indefinite quantity”, 3) “action” based on the Proto-Indo-European *(e)wel- (Gr hw- / ew-) with the meanings: 1) “definite / indefinite quantity”, 2) “action” and Proto-Altaic *ulu (~ -o) with the meanings: 1) “size”, 2) “definite / indefinite quantity”, 3) “quality / characteristics / assessment” (if the form of expression is interpreted using the vowel *o, which is traced in the Proto-Altaic, the consonant *w – in the Proto-Indo-European, *l – in the Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Altaic; then the form of content is interpreted based on the Proto-Indo-European 1) “definite / indefinite quantity”, 2) “action” and Proto-Altaic 1) “size”, 2) “definite / indefinite quantity”).

The data of the Indo-European and Altaic language families made it possible to identify the following degrees of language relationship taking into account the proto-language forms at the level of every language group and etymon – at every language family. Thus, within the Indo-European language family, the following degrees of language relationship were registered: 1) the trivial degree is established between the Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Slavic, the reflexes of which are observed in the words of the Slavic language group; the three phonemic model CVC- with the same sum of 3 phonological correspondences in the form of expression and the meaning “definite / indefinite quantity” in the form of content; 2) the significant degree is established among the Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Tocharian, Ancient Greek, Proto-Slavic, the reflexes of which are observed in the words the Tocharian, Slavic language groups, and also the Greek language; the three phonemic model CVC- with the same sum of 2 phonological correspondences (in the form of expression and
the first meaning “definite / indefinite quantity” in the form of content among the Proto-Indo-European, Proto-Tocharian, Ancient Greek and Proro-Slavic. Within the Altaic language family, the following degrees of language relationship were registered: 1) the trivial degree is established between the Proto-Altaic and Proto-Turkic, the reflexes of which are observed in the words of the Turkic language groups; the three phonemic model CVC- with the same sum of 3 phonological correspondences in the form of expression and the meaning “size” in the form of content; 2) the significant degree is established between the Proto-Altaic and Tungus-Manchu, the reflexes of which are observed in the words of the Tungus-Manchu language groups; the three phonemic model CVC- with the same sum of 2 phonological correspondences in the form of expression, and the third meaning “quality / characteristic / assessment” in the form of content between the Proto-Altaic and Tungus-Manchu; 3) the distant degree is established among the Proto-Altaic and Proto-Mongol, Proto-Korean with a separate meaning “length / the end of an action”, the reflexes of which are observed in the words of the Mongol language group, the Korean language; the two phonemic model CVC- with the same sum of 2 phonological correspondences in the form of expression and the meaning “definite / indefinite quantity” in the form of content.
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Бібліографічний опис:

Анотація
У статті представлена діахронічну інтерпретацію ностратичного етимона *wel[a], верифікованого С. А. Старостіним на основі праїндоєвропейської *(e)wel- (Gr hw- / ew-) і праалтайської *ulū (~ -o) форм. Ці матеріали було взято для аналізу з Глобальної лексикостатистичної бази даних “Вавилонська башня”, яка є міжнародним Інтернет-проектом. Уточнено поняття етимона згідно і ностратичного етимона зокрема, під яким розуміється фономорфологічний і семантичний комплекс, установлений на основі реконструйованих етимонів на рівні кожної мовної сім’ї.

Продемонстровано, як за допомогою порівняльно-історичного методу етимологічно-макрокомпаративіст виконав зовнішню реконструкцію праїндоєвропейського етимона *(e)wel- (Gr hw- / ew-) з значенням “great number; to heap” на основі внутрішньої реконструкції пратохарського *wältse; давньогрецьких *ἔλομαι (ἔλομενо-, ἔλειηθω), *wάλι; праслов’янських *velmi-, -ma; *velbь, *velikь, *vělb, *vělovь, *věřī; прабалтійського *val- і етимонів, а також зовнішню реконструкцію пратохарського етимона *ulū (~ -o) з значенням англ. “big, many; good”, що відбувалося на основі внутрішньої реконструкції пратюрського *ulug; прамонгольського *olon; пратунгусоньського *ule; пракорейського *ûr- етимонів. Прокоментовано процедурні процедури операції С. А. Старостіна, виконані ним на основі методу діахронічної інтерпретації, який дав змогу припустити, що реконструйовані форми праіндоєвропейського етимона на рівні мовної сім’ї сягають ностратичного етимона *wel[a]. Це дало змогу встановити й обґрунтувати ступені мовного споріднення між реконструйованими етимонами двох мовних сімей та ностратичним етимоном: в межах індоєвропейської мовної сім’ї: тривіальний – між індоєвропейським і праслов’янським етимонами; політний – між індоєвропейським і пратохарським, давньогрецьким, праслов’янським, прабалтійським; в межах алтайської мовної сім’ї: тривіальний – між праалтайським і пратюрським етимонами; політний – між праалтайським і пратунгусоньським етимонами; далекий – між праалтайським і прамонгольським, пракорейським етимоном.

Ключові слова: ностратичний етимон, праїндоєвропейська і праалтайська форми, порівняльно-історичний метод, метод діахронічної інтерпретації, ступені мовного споріднення.